The spin-up and spin-down of a fluid in a rapidly-rotating, fluid-filled, closed half cone is studied both numerically and experimentally. This unusual set up is of interest because it represents a pathological case for the classical linear theory of Greenspan & Howard (J. Fluid Mech., 17, 385, 1963) since there are no closed geostrophic contours nor a denumerable set of inertial waves (even a modified theory incorporating Rossby waves by Pedlosky & Greenspan -J. Fluid Mech., 27, 291, 1967 -relies on geostrophy to leading order). The linearised spin-up/-down dynamics in a half cone is found to be dominated by topographical effects which force an ageostrophic leading balance and cause the large-scale starting vorticity to coherently move into the 'westward' corner of the half cone for both spin-up and spin-down. Once there, viscous boundary layer effects take over as the dominant process ensuring that the spin-up/-down time scales conventionally with E −1/2 , where E is the Ekman number. The numerical coefficient in this timescale is approximately a quarter of that for a full cone when the semi-angle is 30
INTRODUCTION
How a rotating mass of fluid adjusts from one rotation rate to another imposed by changing boundary conditions is a fundamental issue in rotating fluid mechanics (e.g. see the reviews 1,2 ). While the process is well understood for small adjustments in the rotation rate (linear 'spin-up' or 'spin-down') in containers with closed geostrophic contours 3−6 , many theoretical challenges remain dealing with large-rotation-rate changes (termed nonlinear 'spin-up' or 'spin-down') and more general geometries. Since the process is ubiquitous in astrophysical and geophysical contexts where extra physics such as compressibility, stratification and magnetic fields can further complicate the situation, the problem remains one of enduring importance.
The basic spin-up (-down) problem is concerned with understanding the fluid adjustment which occurs when the angular velocity Ω of a closed container completely filled with a viscous incompressible Newtonian fluid is impulsively changed to (1 + )Ω with 0 < ( < 0). When | | 1, the Navier-Stokes equations can be linearised and analytical progress made using matched asymptotic expansions 3, 5 . The conclusion of this is that there are three relevant time scales for the adjustment: the inertial time t Ω := 1/Ω for viscous boundary layers to develop, the Ekman time of t E := L/ √ νΩ = E −1/2 t Ω -where E := ν/(L 2 Ω) is the Ekman number, L is a typical lengthscale of the container and ν is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid -over which the change in rotation rate is achieved and the diffusive time t ν := L 2 /ν for all residual effects to decay. The analysis decomposes the flow into a secularly-evolving geostrophic part and a part which sums up the contribution from the denumerable set of damped oscillatory inertial waves (normal modes) of the system 5, 6 . The viscous decay of each part of this decomposition can then be calculated revealing the spin-up (-down) time scale. This appears to work well for geometries with closed geostrophic contours (closed contours of constant depth measured parallel to the rotation axis) and well defined (discrete) inertial modes (e.g. a sphere 4 , [6] §2.12).
Subsequent studies have considered geometries designed to probe various aspects of this theory: e.g. the cylindrical geometry 6−10 where the geostrophic contours are degenerate, containers of uniform depth but nonaxisymmetric cross-section 11−13 , and containers with obstructions 11, 14 or free surfaces 15 . Most notable, however, has been work in a sliced cylinder where no closed geostrophic contours exist 6,16−18 ; see also [19] which con-sidered a rectangular container with a sloping bottom). When the angle of slicing (slope) is small, the disallowed geostrophic mode is replaced by an infinite set of lowfrequency, circulation-carrying Rossby waves 16 which are a subset of the inertial waves present. When the slope is not small, van Heijst et al 19 report that the motion is unsteady and irregular in their rectangular container when spinning up from rest. In this situation, Rossby waves, which are defined by having geostrophy as their leading dynamical balance, can no longer be present. Instead, the circulation-carrying duties must now presumably be taken on by the denumerable set of inertial waves with frequencies comparable to the rotation rate (so ageostrophic) which are known to exist in this geometry 20, 21 . This, of course, begs the question as to what happens when both geostrophic modes and the inertial waves are absent from a system.
The issue of whether a given geometry hosts a denumerable set of inertial waves is not so easy to address, however. The formally-inviscid inertial wave problem has a strange hybrid character: the governing equation is hyperbolic but the boundary conditions of elliptic type 6, 22 . As a result, (inviscid) inertial waves have only been found for a limited number of geometries (e.g. spheres and spheroids 23−26 , cylinders 27 and planar geometries 28−30 ). Adding an inner core to a sphere, for example, destroys many of the waves 31 which can only be recovered when viscosity is added thereby reinstating the elliptic nature of the governing equation 32 . One obviously singular case, however, is the right circular cone which, due to the way inertial waves reflect at boundaries, funnels all wave disturbances into its vertex where they dissipate 33 . As a result, rather than a denumerable set there is a continuum of inertial waves which propagate into the vertex. The subsequent loss of resonant behaviour to periodic forcing has been confirmed in experiments 34 .
The right circular cone, however, is a union of closed (axisymmetric) geostrophic contours which, at least as far as geostrophic flows are concerned, can be treated standardly using the linear theory (e.g. see equation (5.17) in [3] ). Slicing the cone in half down a plane of reflectional symmetry -creating a 'half cone' -changes things completely. There are now no closed geostrophic contours and the cone vertex precludes the existence of a denumerable set of inertial waves. There is then no existing linear theoretical framework based upon matched asymptotic expansions to guide understanding of flow. The objective of this investigation is to examine this situation using a combined numerical and experimental approach.
MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
It is mathematically convenient to employ the two different coordinates -spherical polar coordinates (r, θ, φ) with the corresponding unit vectors (r,θ,φ) and cylindrical polar coordinates (s, z, φ) with the corresponding unit vectors (ŝ,ẑ,φ) -when describing flows in a half cone. We consider an incompressible viscous fluid filling a volume V in the shape of a half cone of height H defined by 0 ≤ z = r cos θ ≤ H, 0 ≤ φ ≤ π and 0 ≤ θ ≤ α. Suppose the half cone is rotating uniformly about the axis (θ = 0) (the rotational axis of symmetry of the corresponding full cone) with a constant angular velocityẑΩ 1 for t ≤ 0 which is changed impulsively at t = 0 + to a differentẑΩ 2 . The manner in which the initial state approaches a new final state of the rigid-body rotation for t > 0 can be described by the Navier-Stokes equations in the (final) rotating frame withẑΩ 2 ∂u ∂t
where ν is kinematic viscosity of the fluid, ρ is the fluid density, p is a reduced pressure and u(r, t) is the threedimensional velocity which is subject to the initial condition
and the boundary condition u = 0 on ∂V . The essence of the spin-up (-down) problem is then to understand how the initial vorticity as viewed from the (final) rotating frame is damped away. The cone semi-angle (or half cone angle) α enters into the problem through the application of the velocity boundary condition. The system is nondimensionalised using the height H of the half cone as the length scale, |Ω 2 − Ω 1 |H as the velocity scale and Ω
−1
2 as the unit of time, to give
together with the initial condition
and the boundary condition The spin-up/down problem is then characterized by three dimensionless parameters: the angle α of the half cone, the Ekman number E defined as
and the Rossby number Ro given by
where positive (negative) Ro corresponds to the spin-up (spin-down) problem. To keep this study manageable, α is set to 30
• throughout so we can concentrate on the effect of varying Ro and E on the spin-up and spin-down processes.
METHODS
The spin-up (or spin-down) problem in a rotating half cone was tackled via both laboratory experiments and fully nonlinear three-dimensional numerical simulations using a finite element method (see the Appendix for details). In the experiments, a half cone of height 275 mm and radius 156 mm (half-angle 30 o ) was used which was manufactured on a Stratasys rapid prototyping machine (a 3D printer). This laid down the plastic material in layers of 0.245 mm which dictated the mechanical tolerance. The system was rotated at angular velocities in the range [4.21 × 10 −2 , 1.151] rad/s (0.4-11 rpm) producing Ekman numbers E ranging from 3.14 × 10 −4 to 1.15 × 10 −5 respectively. Velocity measurements were obtained at distinct vertical locations within the fluid volume by using a novel Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) system 35 . This system consisted of a series of low powered lasers that strobe in order to generate horizontal light sheets at distinct vertical locations (data was collected at z = 0.3, 0.6 and 0.9): see 1. The lasers were used in conjunction with a Dalsa 4M60 camera that captures images (from above the fluid volume -the camera was supported on a superstructure built on the table) at 30 frames per second with a resolution of 2352 × 1728. The PIV system requires that the camera records a frame at the same time that a laser illuminates the flow resulting in the need to strobe the lasers at 30 Hz throughout the flow volume. The fluid volume was seeded with 100 micron hollow glass spheres that reflect the laser light. Obtaining the correct seeding density and ensuring that the micro spheres are sufficiently close to being neutrally buoyant is essential to the success of this system. In order to achieve this, the fluid was seeded and then left for several hours. All the particles that had sunk or where floating were then removed and the process repeated until sufficient concentration was achieved. Subsequent post processing of the images enabled the development of horizontal velocity fields by tracking the location of the micro spheres.
RESULTS

Impulsive Adjustment
When the rotational speed of the half cone is instantaneously changed at t = 0, an impulsive pressure gradient is set up by the boundaries not parallel to the fluid's motion (by definition always present for a non-axisymmetric container). This can be calculated by integrating the momentum equation (4) over a small time interval t ∈ [− , ] and taking the limit → 0 to leave the balance
where the pressure impulse P := lim →0 − p dt. Since ∇ · u = 0, the pressure impulse is a harmonic function (∇ 2 P = 0 in V ) specified by the non-vanishing gradients on the boundaries where the flow must be immediately corrected:
(9) This is a well-posed problem for P but has no simple solution for the half cone geometry and so is not pursued here (even for the more straightforward 2D semicircle domain a series solution is necessary -see eqn. (15) in [11] ). Given P , the instantaneously-corrected velocity field is then
This makes it clear that the vorticity of the initial field is unchanged by the impulsive correction, a fact that has been verified in many previous studies (e.g. see the discussion surrounding eqn. (10) in [2] ). Viscous boundary layers, which take a finite time to form, are the only way the initial (t ≤ 0) vorticity field can be brought into alignment with the new boundary motion. How this is done is precisely the spin-up or spin-down process of interest here.
Finite Time Adjustment
Both numerical simulations and experiments indicate that the flow field at t = 0 + consists of a single symmetric large-scale vortex centred along the φ = 90 o line: see figure 2. Since the impulsive pressure correction is linear in the pre-adjustment flow field, the structure of this starting vortex is independent of Ro -only its amplitude is set by Ro (as viewed relative to the final rotating frame). For later times, both the numerical solutions and experimental data possess the symmetry u(r, t; −Ro) = −u(r, t; Ro)
to a very good approximation for |Ro| < ∼ 0.05 indicating a well-defined linear regime of spin-up and spin-down (see figure 3 ). In contrast to spin-up/down flows over weak topography, the flow is fully 3-dimensional and unsteady due to the O(1) sidewall slope. o and 'south' the deep end at the axis motivated by an oceanographic analogy 16 ). In doing so, it shrinks in spatial extent but largely maintains its amplitude. Once pressed in the corner, the dominant process is then damping of the vortex by the Ekman boundary layer on the curved surface near φ ≈ 180 o . The lack of influence of the top (usually dominant) horizontal Ekman layer is perhaps surprising but unmistakable from the numerical solutions. Figure 5 plotted at Ro = 0.01 shows that the vertical motion is polarised into an intense upwelling near the westward corner (the 'south' or downslope side of the vortex) and a less intense but broader downwelling below ('north' or upslope of) the moving vortex. Figures 4 and 5 both hint at a predominantly depth-independent flow but there is clearly a depth-dependent contribution.
To quantify the speed of adjustment, a decay time T N was defined as being the time by which the kinetic energy of the flow has decreased to 1/N th of its initial value, that is, 0.005. Taking T 100 as the spin-up time, for example, gives a value of ≈ 20 for E = 5 × 10 −5 which corresponds to the last vorticity and velocity field shown in figures 4 and 5. Figure 6 shows a clean scaling law T N ∼ E −1/2 which is the usual Ekman spin-up result with the coefficient of proportionality depending on N ( dT N /dE −1/2 is about 0.2368 for N = 1000 and 0.1520 for N = 100). Working with the T 100 result which represents a tenfold reduction in amplitude, an estimate of ln 10/0.2368
can be made for the overall viscous damping (spin-up) rate. This can be compared with the linear theory prediction for the equivalent full (axisymmetric) cone defined by f (r) := −r cot α ≤ z ≤ g(r) := 1 in the nomenclature of [3] where r is their cylindrical radius. Their equation (5.17) gives the decay (spin-up) rate σ as
using the fact that α = 30 o . Reasonably, the centre takes longest to adjust with the smallest viscous damping rate of 1 + √ 2 ≈ 2.4E 1/2 . This is a factor of 4 less than the half cone estimate.
The half-cone is a pathological geometry for the classical Greenspan-Howard spin-up theory because it is not even close 16 to being the union of closed geostrophic contours nor has a denumerable set of inertial waves. The O(1) 'topography' presented by the sloping cone side means that the interior of the flow cannot be considered geostrophic to leading order in any way. Instead the Eulerian acceleration term must be retained to disrupt the usual interior inviscid geostrophic balance (and TaylorProudman theorem) so that the linearised (Ro → 0) momentum equation (4) away from boundaries. The rotation-aligned (or more conveniently termed here as 'vertical') component of the vorticity equation -ẑ.∇×(13) -is then simply
where the right hand side is just stretching of the underlying vorticity by a gradient in the vertical velocity.
Only this term coupled with the O(1) topography can be responsible for the westward drift of the starting vortex in both spin-up and spin-down (viscously-driven flow reverses under the transformation Ro → −Ro). The explanation for the westward motion of the starting vortex follows immediately from realising that for spin-up, the starting vortex is anticyclonic (negative) relative to the final boundary frame. In this vortex, the fluid climbs (descends) the topography on the vortex's westerly (easterly) side: see figure 2. When the fluid climbs topography, ∂u z /∂z < 0 since u z has to be positive at depth for the fluid to avoid penetrating the boundary but goes to 0 at the flat half-cone top. Through (14) , ∂ω z /∂t < 0 at the westerly sides which means that the starting negative vorticity is strengthened to the west. An equivalent (inverted) argument holds for the east side indicating that the vorticity is weakened there. The net result is that the vortex appears to 'advect' to the west although advection is a nonlinear effect and excluded. In spin-down, the (positive) surplus starting vorticity causes fluid to descend (climb) in the west (east), so 2∂u z /∂z = ∂ω z /∂t > 0 (< 0) and again the vorticity is strengthened in the west and reduced in the east. Slices of the vertical velocity shown in figure 7 confirm the sign of ∂u z /∂z in the east (φ = 30 o ) and in the west (φ = 170 o ) at least away from the cone axis (the corresponding migration of vertical vorticity is shown in figure  8 ). It's worth emphasizing that this topographic process is not stretching of the starting vortex (which would be a nonlinear effect) but stretching of the underlying vorticity: the rotation of the system is a fundamental ingredient.
This picture can be further confirmed by examining the full vertical vorticity equation, written as
where
is the flux. This makes it clear that there are 3 separate ways to transport the vertical vorticity: (in order from left to right in (16)) advection, stretching of the underlying vorticity and viscous diffusion. Only the latter two are linear and hence incorporated in the GreenspanHoward spin-up theory. Given the rapid rotation limit E 1 of interest here, J.n was evaluated just outside the curved surface boundary layer to assess which part is most active. Figure 9 shows that the magnitude of J.n is strongly correlated to the position of the vortex and the upwellings and downwellings discussed above. Comparing the size of the vortex stretching term and the viscous term shows that the former dominates (typically by an order of magnitude) confirming that the topography determines the movement of the vortex.
It is tempting to conclude that the linear spin-up/-down process in a half cone is a 2-phase process where the starting vortex moves 'westwards' across the topography into the west corner before viscous Ekman boundary layers then damp it. However, the temporal evolution of the horizontal kinetic energy at heights z = 0.3, 0.6 and 0.9 does not support this: see figure 10 . The horizontal kinetic energy seems to follow a reasonably steady exponential decay (on a timescale E −1/2 ) for t > 0 at z = 0.6 and z = 0.9 rather than showing two distinct behaviours (slopes). (The reason why the z = 0.3 line is more undulating than those for z = 0.6 or z = 0.9 is unclear: the lower velocities there and the smaller averaging area -1/9 th of that at z = 0.9, see figure 2 -means it is more sensitive to numerical errors.) FIG. 14. Numerics: two decay time estimates, T100 and T1000, are plotted against the Rossby number Ro for α = 30
• , E = 5 × 10 −5 .
Nonlinear spin-up/-down: |Ro| > 0.05
By Ro = 0.1 differences between the spin-up flow and the spin-down flow (Ro = −0.1) are clearly noticeable to the eye: see the experimental data in Figure 11 and numerical data in Figures 12 and 13 . The spin-up flow at Ro = 0.1 is very similar to that at Ro = 0.01 with the starting vortex migrating westwards into the φ = 180 o corner (compare Figures 4 and 13) . In contrast for spindown, the initial vortex moves more southwesterly ending up pressed against the half cone plane near the axis ('south'). The spin-up flow also takes longer to adjust to the new rotation rate than the spin-down flow, a difference confirmed by a systematic survey carried out numerically: see Figure 14 The flow responses at Ro = ±1, however, are very different from that near Ro = 0 and from each other. We found that the good agreement between the numerical and experimental results for −0.1 ≤ Ro ≤ 0.1 continued up to Ro = 1 (spin-up from rest: Ω 1 = 0) as the flow stays relatively large scale and slowly varying: see figure  15 . Now, however, in contrast to the linear response, the starting vortex initially hesitates while it changes shape slightly and then moves a little 'eastwards' towards φ = 0 o . While doing so, a smaller vortex breaks off and heads towards the westerly corner. The main vortex remains fairly centrally located as it damps. Clearly the nonlinear flux term in J (equation (16)) fights the topographicdriven stretching of the underlying vorticity.
The flow response for Ro = −1 (Ω 1 → Ω 2 = 1 2 Ω 1 ), is even more different. Here the flow is impulsively decelerated at t = 0 creating an inherently unstable situation. Figure 16 shows that the starting vortex is still visible at t = 2 but there is already evidence of boundary layer separation in the east corner (φ = 0 o ). By t = 6, patches of vorticity have broken off from the boundary layer and started to invade the interior to interact with the starting vortex. Figure 17 shows an intense upwelling at φ ≈ 30 o between two oppositely signed patches completely absence from the linear spin-down regime. The interior is subsequently small scale, 3-dimensional and rapidly varying. A plot of the horizontal kinetic energy against time ( figure 19 ) shows how the horizontal energy density of the flow homogenises by about t ≈ 3 across z = 0.3, 0.6 and 0.9 in stark contrast with the linear situation (figure 10). Spin-down is accomplised by the Ekman boundary layer over the entire curved surface. Surprisingly, despite the more complicated interior flow dynamics, the spin-down time is not significantly lower than the linear case (from figure 14, (T 100 , T 1000 ) ≈ (16, 28) rather than ≈ (20, 31) for Ro = 0 at E = 5 × 10 −5 ). Not surprisingly, given that the flow is driven by (boundary layer) instabilities, the experimental results for Ro = −1 (Figure 18 ) cannot be compared directly to the numerical solution beyond early times (t = 6 gives a reasonable match but this has degenerated by t = 12): differing noise levels and types trigger different effects at varying times. However, the qualitative features are consistent: boundary layer separation occurs near the easterly corner and the interior fills with smaller vortices of differing signs.
DISCUSSION
The results of this study can be summarised as follows holds to a very good approximation.
• In this linear regime, the starting vortex moves coherently towards the west corner of the half cone regardless of the sign of Ro where it stays while being damped predominantly by the Ekman boundary layer on the sloping surface. The topography is responsible for this apparent motion through vortex stretching of the underlying vorticity of the rotating flow.
• The Ro = 0.1 spin-up flow is very similar to the smaller positive Ro flows but for the Ro = −0.1 spin-down case, the starting vortex propagates to the south as well, hitting the half cone plane near the axis (the deepest part of the half cone).
• Nonlinear spin-up and spin-down (Ro = ±1) are significantly different from the (linear) |Ro| ≤ 0.05 regime. In particular nonlinear (50%) spin-down (Ro = −1) shows Ekman boundary separation from • , E = 5 × 10
the easterly part of the half cone plane and the production of multiple vortices and small scales. Nonlinear spin-up from rest (Ro = 1) is stable in comparison with the starting vortex moving slightly eastwards before it damps.
• The relevant linear spin-up/spin-down timescale is the usual E −1/2 /Ω. For a half cone of semi-angle of 30 o , the spin-up/-down process is approximately 4 times faster than in the full cone.
The main finding of this study is the leading order effect of the sloping surface of the half cone on the starting vortex. Because the slope is O(1), the 'topography' dictates the vertical velocity of the flow near the boundary, completely dominating the Ekman pumping effect which is O(E 1/2 ). The horizontal motion topographically determines the vertical velocity which, coupled with a flat upper boundary, then sets up a vertical gradient of vertical velocity. The direction of this gradient sets the sense of vorticity production via stretching of the underlying vorticity. In both the linear spin-up and spin-down scenarios, this effect conspires to 'move' the starting vorticity to the west ('along the topography to the right when facing downwards'). Once pressed into the west corner of the half cone, viscous effects then dominate to dampen the surplus vorticity to zero.
The effect of topography on vortices is of fundamental concern in geophysical fluid dynamics and its association with vortex stretching is well known (e.g. the conservation of potential vorticity in the inviscid rotating shallow layer equations). There, the flow is invariably geostrophic to leading order so that the flow is essentially depth-independent. Topography is then a secondary effect which drives variations away from this leading balance. In the quasigeostrophic equations, for example, it is known that both cyclonic and anticyclonic weak vortices move to the west 36 but they also tend to disintegrate radiating away energy in the form of Rossby waves 37 . We find no evidence of these waves in the half cone except perhaps at very low heights in the cone (the undulating horizontal kinetic energy curve for z = 0.3 in figure 10 ) but this seems a secondary effect potentially confined to just ≈ 3% by volume of the fluid. Pedlosky & Greenspan's 16 modified theory for the spin-up in a cylinder with slightly sloping bottom is similarly built on geostrophy to leading order and draws a related conclusion: the geostrophic spin-up flow is replaced by a set of westward-propagating Rossby waves which are depthindependent to leading order (see also 18 ).
The novelty here in the half cone is that topographic effects are O(1) and hence the leading interior inviscid dynamics is inherently ageostrophic. Despite this, however, the movement of the starting vorticity seems adequately explained using simple vortex stretching arguments even though the flow is not depth-independent in any leading order way. van Heijst et al.
19 also recognised the importance of vortex stretching in their study of the spin-up from rest of flow (Ro = 1) in a rectangular container with sloping bottom. However, for a steep slope, they found unsteady and irregular motion throughout the spin-up process and so couldn't recognise a persistent direction of movement of the starting vortex. Our results suggest that if their experiments were repeated for small |Ro|, the starting vortex would propagate coherently to the west side where it should then be damped away by Ekman boundary layer effects.
Finally, in answer to the question posed in this paper's title, the spin-up in a half-cone is certainly pathological from the viewpoint of not fitting into any existing theoretical framework. In particular, the interior is ageostrophic due to the O(1) topography. However, simple vortex stretching arguments prove sufficient to explain the coherent movement of the starting vorticity until it is damped out by the familiarly-important Ekman boundary layers leading to the usual spin-up time scale of E −1/2 . Given this, it seems clear that the fluid dynamics of spin-up in a rapidly-rotating half cone is not fundamentally different from that in a container with small topography. As a result of this more important consideration, our final answer is then in the negative.
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Numerical Method
In the temporal discretization of equations (4) - (5), a semi-implicit second-order scheme was employed for time integration. If t n = n∆t, n = 0, 1, 2, · · · , is the dimensionless time at step n (∆t is the fixed time step), then the second-order backward difference formula
was adopted. The nonlinear term u · ∇u at time step n + 1 was calculated using a second-order extrapolation scheme
(18) The temporal discretization of the equations (4) - (5) was then
A tetrahedral mesh, shown Fig. 20 , supplied the spatial discretization without any numerical singularities. A Galerkin weighted residual approach was adopted in the finite element formulation of the governing equations (4) - (5) . Recalling that V is the volume of the half cone and letting w u and w p be the corresponding weight function for velocity and pressure respectively, the weak formulation of the governing equations, after a standard finite element procedure, then gives rise to A mixed finite element of Hood-Taylor type 38 was adopted and an EBE (Element-By-Element) method 39 used in parallelizing the numerical code. In each tetrahedral element, a piecewise quadratic polynomial was employed to approximate the velocity u while a piecewise linear polynomial is used to approximate the pressure p. There are four nodes required for representing the pressure p and ten nodes for u in each tetrahedron as shown in Fig. 20 . For a typical kth tetrahedral element, the approximation for the velocity u and pressure p are given by
where u 
where L In the Galerkin finite element method used in our simulation, the weight functions are selected to be the same as the corresponding shape functions. Applying the finite element scheme to each tetrahedron, we obtain a system of equations for u k j and p k j which are solved by an iterative method.
The code was validated by attempting to reproduce an exact solution, u exa (r, t) and p exa (r, t), that satisfies the equations ∂u ∂t + u · ∇u + 2ẑ × u + ∇p = E∇ 2 u + f (r, t), (23)
subject to the non-slip boundary condition
with a function f (r, t) prescribed. For a half cone with α = 30 o , we have chosen the exact solution given by p exa (r, t) = 0 and u exa (r, t) = ∇ × [rT (r) cos 2πt] ,
where T (r) := z √ 3 − x 2 + y 2 2 z 2 (1−z) 2 cos(2πy) sin 2 (πx), together with the corresponding f (r, t) determined by the equation (23) . The nonlinear equations (23)- (24) with the prescribed f (r, t) was then integrated forward in time starting with the initial condition u(t = 0) = u exa (r, t = 0).
If the nonlinear half-cone code is correct and accurate, a numerical solution, u num (r, t), should be produced such that the difference between u num (r, t) and u exa (r, t) is small. For measuring the accuracy of the numerical solution, we adopted the following error norms (in both space and time)
where V denotes the volume of the half cone and t max = 1. Four nonlinear simulations were performed at different levels of the finite element mesh for a fixed Ekman number E = 10 −4 , the results of which are shown in Table I . Also displayed in Table I are the details of typical element size h, the size of time-integrating step ∆t, and the total number of nodes and unknowns. Excellent agreement is found between the computed nonlinear numerical solution and the constructed exact solution.
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